Red Color Segmentation based Traffic Signs Detection
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ABSTRACT: The variety of light and weather conditions makes the detection of traffic signs colors difficult especially in RGB space. In fact, RGB space is dependent of the variation of the illumination caused by the weather or the daytime. Therefore, the normalized RGB is created to avoid the negative effect of the illumination changes. Unfortunately, the ability of the normalized RGB in detecting objects decreases because of losing the contrast. Thus, the variation of the conditions of light and weather and keeping a high detection accuracy represent a challenge in detecting red color of traffic signs. In this paper, the study discusses the detection of the red color of traffic signs under different light and weather conditions: foggy, rainy, sunny and night. In RGB space, we propose a variable threshold that we calculate by using the minimum value and the mean of R channel. However, we use a constant threshold in HSV space. We tested the proposed segmentations in both spaces on images under variety of light and weather conditions. The results obtained proved their efficiency compared with other methods. The two proposed segmentations can detect the red color of traffic signs under the different light and weather conditions while keeping a high accuracy rate.
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Abbreviations: RGB, red green blue; HSV, hue saturation value; IHSL, Improved Hue, Saturation and Luminance; VLWC, variety of light and weather conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The detection of traffic signs is an important step in traffic signs detection and recognition system. Indeed, detection results influence on results of recognition step. A traffic sign has two main characteristics: the color and the shape. Thus, Road sign detection can be divided in color-based detection and shape-based detection. Instead, the complexity of the road environment makes the traffic sign detection more difficult. The light variation, the shadow, the reflection and the daytime produce modifications on traffic signs color [1].

There are many researchers worked on detection of the red color of traffic signs using different color spaces such as RGB [2–7] and HSV [8–12] spaces. Wali et al., [2] divide the RGB into three channels R, G and B. They apply the threshold [90, 255] on R channel and [0, 70] on G and B channels. Then they extract the region of interest by applying the logical sum of these filtered channels. Qin et al., [3] use the Euclidean distance to measure the difference between a pixel and the standard red:

\[
CD_{red} = \sqrt{((R - 255)^2 + (G - 0)^2 + (B - 0)^2)}
\]

Where CD_{red} is the color distance, R, G and B are the RGB values of a pixel in RGB color space. The lower the CD_{red} value is, the higher is the pixel in the target object. So a pixel is defined as a red pixel if CD_{red} < Th_{red} where Th_{red} is equal to 184 for too dark image, 158 for normal brightness image or 150 for too light image.

The normalized RGB color space (ErEgEb) based on chromaticity filter is used by Villalón-Sepúlveda et al., [4] for segmentation. They calculate the mean and the standard deviation of normalized color to determine the thresholding intervals. They consider the interval \([\mu_c - \alpha \sigma_c, \mu_c + \alpha \sigma_c]\) as a threshold for the chromaticity channels E_c and E_b; where c = E_r, E_g and \(\mu_c\) is the mean value of the channel c across the ensemble of \(N_t\) images. They choose the value 2 for \(\alpha\) to guarantee lowest false positive rates. Dutileux et al., [5] detect the red color in RGB space using the normalization of R channel \(\frac{R}{\sqrt{R + G + B}}\) to reduce light effects. The authors apply the following threshold:

\[
R > \alpha(G + B).
\]

(2)

where \(\alpha\) is in \([0.5, 0.75]\). However, Arturo et al., [6] use \(\frac{G}{R}\) and \(\frac{B}{R}\) to normalize RGB space. The threshold used for segmentation is:

\[
g(x, y) = \begin{cases} R_x < f_1(x, y) < R_b, & g(x, y) = k_1, \text{ if } \frac{R(x, y)}{G(x, y)} < TG \leq \frac{R(x, y)}{B(x, y)} \leq TB \\ \text{otherwise} & g(x, y) = k_2, \text{ otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

Where \(f_1(x, y), f_2(x, y)\) and \(f_3(x, y)\) are respectively R, G and B levels of each point of the image. Soheilian et al.,
[7] use also the normalized RGB to detect red color. The color threshold used for detection is: 
\[
\frac{I_R(x,y)}{I_B(x,y)} > T \text{ and } \frac{I_G(x,y)}{I_B(x,y)} > T
\]
(5)
Where \(I_R, I_G, I_B\) are respectively R, G and B channel values. T is the fixed threshold. Bharagoudar et al., [8] detect red traffic signs by using the HSV color space because it is invariant to illumination changes. Chen et al., [9] use the normalized values of H, S and V as a threshold. The component ranges of red color of road signs in the threshold are H ≥ 240 or H ≤ 10, S ≥ 40, V ≥ 30. Cao et al., [10] convert the image to HSV space and calculate the means and the standard deviations of H and S. After multiple test experiments, they determine the threshold ranges for every channel: H > 0.90 or H < 0.10, S > 0.40, V > 0.35. Chandramani et al., [11] define threshold values for HSV components by the method of analysis on signs segmented manually under different weather and illumination conditions. Youssef et al., [13] use the Improved Hue, Saturation and Luminance IHSL color space to detect road signs under variation of light condition. Thus, they apply the following operation to convert the image from RGB to IHSL:
\[
\text{IHSL}(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } \max(I_R(x,y), I_G(x,y), I_B(x,y)) = I_G(x,y) \leq \gamma \\
\max(I_R(x,y), I_G(x,y), I_B(x,y)) - I_G(x,y), & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} 
\]
\[
F_{\text{IHSL}}(I_R(x,y), I_G(x,y), I_B(x,y)), \text{ otherwise}
\]
(6)
Where \(\text{IHSL}(x, y)\) is the IHSL color space value for the pixel in position \((x, y)\), that have \(I_R, I_G, I_B\) RGB values. \(F_{\text{IHSL}}\) is the usual conversion from RGB color space to IHSL color space and \(\gamma\) thresholds that are set based on lighting conditions. They use the maximum of the distribution of each RGB color channel \(\epsilon_i\) to detect the lighting condition and to adopt the values of \(\gamma\) and \(y\). Then they use the normalized Hue-Saturation method and post processing steps to find the potential pixels belonging to traffic signs. HSI is the chosen colour space by de la Escalera et al., [14]. To avoid lighting condition, they only take H and S in account:
\[
H(i) = \begin{cases} 
255 \frac{\text{max}}{\text{min}} & \text{if } 0 \leq i \leq \text{min} \\
0, & \text{if } \text{min} < i < \text{max} \\
255 \frac{\text{max}}{\text{min}} & \text{if } i \geq \text{max} \leq 255 
\end{cases}
\]
(7)
\[
S(i) = \begin{cases} 
255, & \text{if } 0 \leq i < \text{min} \\
\frac{\text{max}}{\text{min}} & \text{if } \text{min} \leq i \leq \text{max} \leq 255 
\end{cases}
\]
(8)
Nevertheless, although these methods perform well in detecting traffic signs color, they present some limits. Variant lighting conditions and illumination of traffic signs affect the performance of the detection in [2]. Moreover, threshold value is not dynamically selected in [3] and it depends on the large number of images in special environment.

In this paper, we focus on segmentation of red color of traffic signs in both RGB and HSV spaces under different light and weather conditions: foggy, rainy, sunny and night. For RGB segmentation, we propose a variable threshold in which we calculate the mean and the min of red color pixels to determine intervals of the threshold. Conversely, we propose a constant threshold for HSV segmentation. Results of proposed segmentations show their efficiency compared with the state of the art methods. This paper is organized as follows: We present the method used in RGB segmentation and the segmentation in HSV in Section II. We discuss the results of the two segmentations in Section III and we conclude this work in Section IV.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Segmentation in RGB

The proposed segmentation of red color in RGB space follows these steps: firstly, we resize the image to 200 × 200 then we do the normalization by applying \(R, G, B\) and \(\frac{R}{R+G+B}\). Finally, we apply the threshold that is determined by using the min and the mean of \(\frac{R}{G}, \frac{B}{R+G+B}\) and \(\frac{R}{R+G+B}\).

![Fig. 1. Framework of the segmentation in RGB.](Image)

We normalize the RGB by using the following formulation in order to reduce the lighting effects:
\[
\begin{align*}
R &= \frac{R}{R+G+B} \\
G &= \frac{G}{R+G+B} \\
B &= \frac{B}{R+G+B}
\end{align*}
\]
(9)
After the normalization of RGB space, we calculate the mean and the variance of respectively \(\frac{R}{G}, \frac{R}{B}\) and \(\frac{R}{R+G+B}\) by using the following formulation:
\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_R &= \frac{\sum I_R x_i}{N_R} \\
\sigma_R^2 &= \frac{\sum (I_R - \mu_R)^2 x_i}{N_R} \\
\mu_G &= \frac{\sum I_G x_i}{N_G} \\
\sigma_G^2 &= \frac{\sum (I_G - \mu_G)^2 x_i}{N_G} \\
\mu_B &= \frac{\sum I_B x_i}{N_B} \\
\sigma_B^2 &= \frac{\sum (I_B - \mu_B)^2 x_i}{N_B}
\end{align*}
\]
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
where 
\(I_R, I_G, I_B\) are respectively the value of \(\frac{R}{G}, \frac{R}{B}\) and \(\frac{R}{R+G+B}\); 
\(f_{I_R}, f_{I_G}\) and \(f_{I_B}\) are respectively the number of pixels with color value \(I_R, I_G, I_B\); 
\(N_R, N_G, N_B\) are respectively the total number of pixels of \(I_R, I_G, I_B\); 
\(\mu_{I_R}, \mu_{I_G}\) and \(\mu_{I_B}\) are respectively the mean of \(I_R, I_G, I_B\).
σ_R^2, σ_G^2 and σ_B^2 are respectively the variance of I_R, I_G and I_B.

In statistics, the empirical rule [15] is divided into three parts:
- |μ ± σ| contains 68% of data set;
- |μ ± 2σ| contains 95% of data set;
- |μ ± 3σ| contains 99.7% of data set.

According to the empirical rule, we consider:
\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{R} &= \mu_{R} - \alpha \sigma_{R}, \\
\min_{G} &= \mu_{G} - \alpha \sigma_{G}, \\
\min_{B} &= \mu_{B} - \alpha \sigma_{B}, \\
\min_{R+G+B} &= \mu_{R+G+B} - \alpha \sigma_{R+G+B}.
\end{align*}
\]

Where \(\min_{R} \), \(\min_{G} \) and \(\min_{B} \) are respectively the minimum value of \(I_{R} \), \(I_{G} \) and \(I_{B} \); \(\alpha \) is a constant that is equal to 1, 2 or 3.

We tested the three values of \(\alpha \) (\(\alpha = 3 \), \(\alpha = 2 \) and \(\alpha = 1 \)) in the segmentation and we got the result shown in Fig. 2.

As viewed in Fig. 2, \(\alpha = 1 \) is the best value for this segmentation. It eliminates elements of the background that are not red.

In some images, in which the min value is superior to 176; the segmentation does not include some red pixels like in Fig. 3(b). For that reason, we apply the threshold \([|\min_{R} - 40|, 255]\) if \(\min_{R} \geq 176\) and we get the result shown in Fig. 3(c). Thus, we use the following threshold for R channel:
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{I}_R \in & \left(\left[\min_{R} - 40, 255\right] \cup \left[\min_{R+G+B} - 40, 255\right] \right) \\
& \bigcap \left[\min_{B} - 255\right], \text{otherwise}
\end{align*}
\]

where
\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{R} &= \mu_{R} - \alpha \sigma_{R}, \\
\min_{G} &= \mu_{G} - \alpha \sigma_{G}, \\
\min_{B} &= \mu_{B} - \alpha \sigma_{B}, \\
\min_{R+G+B} &= \mu_{R+G+B} - \alpha \sigma_{R+G+B}.
\end{align*}
\]
The RGB codes of red color degradation are defined in Table 1.

### Table 1: RGB codes of red color degradation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>RGB code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(255,0,0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(128,0,0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(139,0,0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(178,34,34)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(220,20,60)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(255,99,71)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(240,128,128)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(250,128,114)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(255,69,0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(255,153,128)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table 1, we note that R channel values are superiors than G channel values and B channel values for red color degradation.

\[
\{ I_G \geq 1.66 I_R \} \bigcup \{ I_B \geq 2 I_R \}
\]  

(23)

For that reason, we consider this threshold for G and B channel:

\[
I_G \epsilon \left( \left\{ \left[ 0, \mu_R \right] \right\} \bigcup \left[ 0, \mu_G R + \mu_R \right] \right) \bigcap \left[ 0, \frac{\mu_R}{1.66} \right] 
\]

(24)

\[
I_B \epsilon \left( \left\{ \left[ 0, \frac{\mu_B}{2} \right] \right\} \bigcup \left[ 0, \mu_R R + \mu_B \right] \right) \bigcap \left[ 0, \mu_B \right] 
\]

(25)

### B. Segmentation in HSV

We convert the resized image (200×200) from RGB to HSV space. Then we segment the image by using the following threshold:

\[
h \epsilon [0,10] \bigcup [160,255]
\]

(26)

\[
s \epsilon [150,255]
\]

(27)

\[
v \epsilon [0,255]
\]

(28)

**Fig. 4.** Framework of the segmentation in HSV.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We tested the methods on 111 images that contain red traffic signs under variety of light and weather conditions (VLWC): foggy, rainy, sunny and night. We compared proposed red segmentations with Wali et al., [2] method, Chen et al., [9] method, Cao et al., [10] method and Koresh [16] method. Wali et al., [2] apply the threshold [90, 255] on R channel and [0, 70] on G and B channels to detect the red color in the image. However, Chen et al., [9] detect red traffic signs by using the HSV color space. They apply the threshold:

\[
H \geq 240 \text{ or } H \leq 10, \quad S \geq 40, \quad V \geq 30
\]

(29)

Cao et al., [10] use also HSV space for segmentation. They calculate the means and the standard deviations of H and S. After multiple test experiments, they choose the threshold ranges: H > 0.90 or H < 0.10, S > 0.40, V > 0.35. Koresh [16] applies the segmentation in HSV space. He uses the threshold ranges: S<0.2 and 0<H<10, 320<H<360. To measure the performance of those methods, we use the following metrics:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP+FP} 
\]

(29)

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP+FN} 
\]

(30)
F-score = 2 × \frac{\text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \quad (31)

where

— True Positive TP: number of red traffic signs that are detected as red signs.
— False Positive FP: a non-red sign that is detected as a red traffic sign.
— False Negative FN: a red traffic sign that is detected as a non-red sign.

Table 2 shows results of detecting red color of traffic signs in RGB and HSV spaces for the six methods.

Table 2: Results of the segmentation in RGB and HSV color space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Precision%</th>
<th>Recall%</th>
<th>F-score%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our RGB segmentation</td>
<td>93.49</td>
<td>88.27</td>
<td>90.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our HSV segmentation</td>
<td>79.50</td>
<td>71.51</td>
<td>75.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall’s RGB segmentation [2]</td>
<td>82.86</td>
<td>64.80</td>
<td>72.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen’s HSV segmentation [9]</td>
<td>81.05</td>
<td>69.27</td>
<td>74.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cao’s HSV segmentation [10]</td>
<td>61.54</td>
<td>67.04</td>
<td>64.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koresh’s HSV segmentation</td>
<td>61.79</td>
<td>73.18</td>
<td>67.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 2, the proposed RGB segmentation has the highest precision, recall and F-score rates compared with the other methods. Moreover, the proposed HSV segmentation obtains recall and F-score rates superior than rates of Wall et al., [2] method, Chen et al. [9] method and Cao et al., [10] method. However, its result in term of precision is lower than Wall et al., [2] method and Chen et al., [9] method, also its results in term of recall is lower than the one of Koresh [16] method. Accordingly, results demonstrate that the performance of segmentation of red color using the variable threshold is better than the fixed one. In fact, the variable threshold allows the algorithm to adopt the segmentation for each image.

To know how the methods behave in each light and weather conditions, Fig. 5 illustrates results of the methods in foggy, rainy, night and sunny conditions. The proposed RGB segmentation gives the best results. It can detect accurately the red color of traffic signs whatever the illumination and weather conditions. Wall et al., [2] segmentation performs well in rainy and night conditions but it fails to detect red traffic signs in foggy and sunny conditions. The proposed HSV segmentation shows false alarm at night in detecting some black pixels. Similarly, Chen et al., [9], Cao et al., [10] and Koresh [16] methods segment part of the background. Chen et al., [9] thresholding segments the top part of the image of night condition and Cao et al., [10] method detects the road as a red region. Moreover, Koresh [16] method detects the gray part and some regions in the top part of the image.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the methods under VLWC. From left to right: original image, proposed RGB segmentation, proposed HSV segmentation, Wall’s RGB segmentation [2], Chen’s HSV segmentation [9], Cao’s HSV segmentation [10], Koresh’s HSV segmentation [16]. From top to bottom: foggy, rainy, night, sunny.
According to Fig. 6, we notice that the proposed red segmentation in RGB space has good results in normal, foggy, rainy and sunny conditions. However, its performance at night is lower than other light conditions. In fact, the false positive rate increases at night.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented the segmentation in both RGB and HSV spaces. We proposed a variable threshold for RGB space to detect red color of road signs. We determine the threshold by using the minimum value and the mean of R channel. In contrast, we proposed a constant threshold for HSV space. We tested the methods on 111 images that contain red traffic signs under variety of light and weather conditions. We compared the proposed segmentations with state of the art methods and they perform accurately under foggy, sunny, rainy and night conditions. The proposed variable threshold in RGB space shows 90.80% however, we obtain 75.29% for the constant threshold in HSV space. Results show that the segmentation of red color of traffic signs using the variable threshold is better than the fixed one. In contrast, the proposed segmentation in RGB has a lower performance rate at night compared with the other light conditions.

V. FUTURE SCOPE

The proposed segmentation in RGB space has a lower performance at night compared with the other light and weather conditions because of false positives. Moreover, the proposed segmentation in HSV space shows also false positives in detecting some black pixels at night. In future work, we will focus on decreasing the rate of false positive detection at night for the two methods.
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